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Rose-Hulman

Campus News Briefs
A possible addition to
Olin Hall
Rose-Hulman is the only
finalist in Olin Foundation's
program to construct additions
to existing buildings on college
campuses. Olin has named four
finalists for a program to
construct new educational
facilities. Pecuniary issues will
arise, and it will be necessary
to assign priorities to the
projects.
Rose-Hulman
officials hope to reinforce the
message that the institute needs
the additional classroom space
to
expand
educational
opportunities and continue its
curriculum
development
programs.

Pianist Duo next in the
Fine Arts Series
Duo Cristofori, a classical
piano duo, will perform
January 29 at Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology. The
concert begins at 7:30 p.m. in
the Moench Hall Auditorium.
Tickets for the concert can be
obtained at the door before the
performance. Prices are $3 for
adults, $1.50 for senior citizens
and non-rose students.
The group is named after the
inventor of the piano. Duo
Cristofori are pianists Penelope
Crawford and Nancy Garrett.
Their presentation will include
classical and romantic songs
written by Mozart, Clementi,
Chopin, and Schumann.
The duo travels with their own
instruments, replicas of the
18th
and
19th
century
fortepianos.
During
their
concert, they will perform
together either using one piano
or two separate pianos.

Did You Know?
*Applications received by the
admissions office total close
to 3,000 for the upcoming
freshman class
*The Development Office
reports $2,630,000 in gifts
and donations have been
received for the current
fiscal year.
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Career Fair heightens hopes for employment
by David Hile
Thorn reporter
The fifth-annual Career Fair
held Tuesday, January 18 and
Thursday, January 20 gave students the opportunity to make contacts within several companies.
These contacts may provide possible summer intemships for undergraduates or lucrative full-time
positions in the future. Students
attending the fair questioned representatives from attending companies about opportunities available
to them. Representatives were
willing to discuss the day to day
expectations and roles engineering and science professionals
played within their company, and
what opportunities were available
in the immediate future. More specific details were provided in company literature printed to inform
zealous job-seekers.

Along with available positions, the representatives gave
insight into what qualities they
look for when hiring. Besides
academic achievement, the participating companies were interested in hiring new employees
that complemented the existing
team, emphasizing the need for
cohesive units. They felt that new
employees need solid communication skills, the ability to work
as a productive team member, the
flexibility to work with others,
and honest interest in the company's pursuits.
Many students took the
chance to sign up for future interviews regarding summer employment or accepted invitations to
send a resume into the company
to be held for future use.
Although the fair was hindered
by a number of cancellations due

Indiana Bell/Ameritech representatives Bob Nixon and Earl Pope
talk about employment opportunities with Vishwa Mouli at the
Career Fair
Photo by James Mann
to weather, the companies that tant information to the career
did participate provided impor- hunter.

Arctic weathe water pipe breaks wreak havoc upon Rose-Hulman
by Frank Pfeiffer
Bitter cold air rushed across
Middle America Tuesday night,
sending already sub-zero temperatures plummeting to all-time lows
in cities from west of the Mississippi to the shores of Maine. Frozen rivers have kept transport
vessels from delivering fuel to
power plants, forcing them to use
up precious reserves and even to
cut power to many customers On
Wednesday.
Closer to home, power outages late Tuesday night and into
Wednesday
were
scattered
throughout Terre Haute; RoseHulman first lost service at about
12:14 a.m., Wednesday. Power
was restored to most of the Rose
campus before noon. Condensation on the wiring in the basement
of BSB Hall caused a brief fire and
blew the fuses protecting the transformer which services both BSB
and Speed halls. Thanks to the
efforts of the crews on hand, residents there were not in the dark for

water coming from the heater
beneath the south window. Soon,
plumes of steam and boiling water
, shot from the piping, reaching the
• ceiling. Many students pitched in
to help as Union and ARA officials hurried to clean up the mess.
/
In the end, pipes in Moench,
Crapo, and Olin halls as well as in
several of the residence halls were
also damaged due to the cold, and
financial assessments have yet to
be totaled for school and personal
property. Despite the inconvenience, the Rose-Hulman community would like to express its
Some Rose-Hulman students try to thaw out their cars after Ties- gratitude to the maintenance staff,
day night's record-low temperatures.
who worked long hours WednesPhoto by Chad Zigler
noon, another radiator went. This day to help restore utilities to all of
much longer.
campus. Many students lent their
By early morning, pipes had time, it was that of the Scharpenefforts to the Resident Assistants
burst in the Hulman Memorial berg II Resident Assistant, Kevin
and Sophomore Advisors during
Lueschen.
some
time
Quite
later,
Student Union at ISU, but the
ordeal, and their time and
the
worst was yet to come. At around the situation was brought under
energy are greatly appreciated.
control,
but
damage
not
before
9 a.m., pipes in a radiator on the
It may take months before all
second floor of Scharpenberg had occurred m several other
the damage is repaired at Roserooms.
Hall burst, sending water into
Late Wednesday evening, stu- Hulman, but the resilience of our
some adjacent rooms. Cleanup
comdents
in the dining room of the students and staff is truly
began, and classes were canceled
mendable.
for the first time since 1971. At Union building began to hear

CIRBC to sponsor Fall quarter blood drive this Wednesday
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Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology will the winter quarter blood drive Wednesday.
Donna Gustafson, assistant
dean for student services, says
Rose-Hulman's blood drives differ from similar events at other
schools because of the "excellent
participation" of the students, faculty, and staff. Many repeat
donors give blood to show their
support for the community, she
said.
Rose-Hulman hosts three
blood drives every school year in
the Moench Hall Auditorium. The
fall blood drive brought in 188

pints of blood for the Central
Indiana Regional Blood Center
(CIRBC).
Gustafson said that this drive
is also very important because of
the critical shortage of blood that

Central Indiana Regional
Blood Center

CIRBC has reported this month.
The blood drive is sponsored
by the Residence Hall Associanon, the Interfratemity Council,
and Alpha Phi Omega national
service fraternity.
Senior John Osborne, a member of the Residence Hall Associ-

ation, will be coordinating the
blood drive. This will be the
eighth blood drive he's directed.
Student groups have competilions to see who has the highest
percentage of participants. The
fraternities compete for a plaque.
The residential halls compete by

floors to receive money or a big
screen TV and a dinner provided
by the Rose-Hulman food service.
Other prizes that will be given to
students include Indiana and Pur
due University basketball tickets
and a basketball autographic by
Larry Bird.
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(Due to the power outage and cancellation, this list is not complete and may
not be up to date. Contact the appropriate persons to more information.)

FRIDAY,JANUARY 21
Final Date To Drop Class Without Penalty
Computer Science Colloquium,"The 'Vertex Use' Data Structure For 3D
Geometry," Dr. Earlin D. Lutz of 3D/Eye, Inc.
SAB Presents Robin Crow, Union
Indoor Track, Early Bird Meet, Shook Fieldhouse,
6 p.m.(Field Events)/7 p.m.(Running Events)
Wrestling, at Manchester Invitational, North Manchester

SATURDAY,JANUARY 22
Basketball, at Anderson University, Anderson, 3 p.m.
(Game Broadcast On WJSH-AM 1300)
Wrestling, at Manchester Invitational, North Manchester

WEEK OF JANUARY 23-29
TUESDAY,JANUARY 25
Registration Deadline For NSBE 3-0n-3 Basketball Tournament
(Contact Greg Wilson, ext. 8682)
Fencing Club Meeting, Shook Fieldhouse, 7 p.m.

WEDNESDAY,JANUARY 26
Winter Quarter Blood Drive, Moench Hall Auditorium
President's Administrative Council, PA Room, Hulman Union, 8 a.m.
Solar Phantom Team Meeting, B-109, 7 p.m.
Night Exam, Advanced Reactor Design(CH-504), 0-203, 7-9 p.m.
Basketball, Manchester College, Shook Fieldhouse, 7:30 p.m.

THURSDAY,JANUARY 27
Night Exam, Chemical Engineering Design I(CH-406), 0-203, 7-9 p.m.

FRIDAY,JANUARY 28
Wrestling, Monon Bell Classic, Shook Fieldhouse, 6:30 p.m.
NSBE 3-0n-3 Basketball Tournament, Shook Fieldhouse, 7 p.m.

SATURDAY,JANUARY 29
Fine Arts Series, Duo Cristofori, Moench Hall Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
Alumni Basketball Game, Shook Fieldhouse, Noon
Basketball, Hanover College, Shook Fieldhouse, 3 p.m.
Wrestling, at Monon Bell Classic, Crawfordsville, All Day
NSBE 3-0n-3 Basketball Tournament, Shook Fieldhouse, 7 p.m.

WEEK OF JANUARY 30 - FEBRUARY 5
FRIDAY,FEBRUARY 4
Take Five, Shook Fieldhouse

SATURDAY,FEBRUARY 5
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Campus News and Information
MODEL RAILROAD
CLUB
The Model Railroad Club will hold a
meeting on January 26 at 6:30 in the
Union. We will discuss upcoming events
and plans. Also,the club conducts work
sessions(and hopefully soon operating
sessions)every Friday night in the Model
Railroading room in the gameroom. MI
are welcome to attend.
For information contact:club president
John Havron at ext. 8613

AUDITIONS HELD
The Rose-Hulman Drama Club will
hold auditions for the musical"Guys and
Dolls"on Feb. 1 at 7:00 p.m. and Feb.2 at
8:00 p.m. in Moench Hall Auditorium.
Singing roles, non-singing roles, and
instrument players are needed. For a
singing role,please bring sheet music.For
more information, call Bunny Nash
(director) at 234-1608.

REMINDER: UNITED
MINISTRIES CENTER
INVITATION OPEN
Movie and games night: January, 21,
7 p.m. at the United Ministries Center.
Movies, games, and a lot of popcorn to
eat!!! Bring a friend.
Join us every Wednesday at 7 p.m.for
real talk about real life at the United
Ministries Center.

Play volleyball with us on Thursdays
at 8 p.m. at the St. Joseph Campus Center
Come be a clown! The Joy Makers
Clown Ministry rehearses every
Wednesday at 6 p.m. at the United
Ministries Center.
United Ministries Center, 321 N.7th
St. 232-0186. — St. Joseph Campus
Center, 5th and Ohio.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
ANNOUNCES
UPCOMING EVENTS
Alpha Phi Omega,a national service
fraternities, is planning several upcoming
events. For any additional information on
the following activities, call John Emley
at 234-8904.
January 29 -> Cave-clean-up will
again take place. Everyone interested
should meet at 10:30 in Hadley Circle.
Wear old clothes, and bring a change of
clean clothes, a flashlight, and kneepads.
February 1 -> Groundhog Day will be
shown from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. in the GM
Room.
February 5 -> The painting of Ryves
Hall is a spring Rush project.
February 8 -> An informational
meeting will be held at 7 p.m. in the
Alumni Room of the Union.
February 10-> Pledging will take
place at 7 p.m. in the Alumni Room.

Las Vegas Night, Hulman Union

FUTURE FILE

Robin Crow performs Friday

FEB. 16 -- Basketball, DePauw University, Shook Fieldhouse, 7:30 p.m.

ORGANIZATION NOTICES: Information on club meetings,
lectures/speeches, and athletic events must be received before noon ugh_
Wednesday. Please contact Dale Long, associate director of communications,
at Box 14 or extension 8418.

The Rose Bureaucrat
Joseph T Batt and James L Hicks
SGA Senators

The Rose Bureaucrat is a
publication of the SGA Senate. All
Rose students are welcome to visit the
SGA office to discuss issues or to read
the minutes.
This week, the SGA approved three
funding-related requests. The local
chapter of the National Society of
Black Engineers(NSBE)was granted
$3303. The money will cover
expenses for sending representatives
to the NSBE regional and national
conventions. The Rose-Hulman

NSBE chapter is planning to become
self-supporting in the future.
The Flying Club was awarded $1365
to fund, among other things, a trip to
Dayton to visit the aerospace museum
there.
The Drama Club requested
permission to maintain a long-term
account to hold money raised by the
Drama Club itself. SGA funds will
continue to roll back into the general
fund at the end of each year, but the
Drama Club will be able to keep their
own money.

Club Funding Recommendation
Weightlifting Club ($5000)

WMI-1D (S13,300.00
Ultimate Club($112300)

Astronomical Society($575.50)
Bowling Club 102,55212)
Club(595300)
On,,,, Club(04(9555)
,
—Fencing Club ($I,633.50)
Glee Club ($1,750.00)

Thorn (S7,011.00)
Gun Club ($7,I59 00)

Martial Arts Club (5044.50)
Model Railroad Club ($746.00)
Model United Nations(S3,036.0

Modulus ($3,564.00)
Pre-Law Club ($71356)
‘
--Physics Club($23000)

Sad.Activitim Board ($24,450.00)

Racing Club(57,65000)

Solar Phantom ($3,044 50)

—Radio Club ($500.00)
Rose Bands($4,985 00)
Ftussian Club ($375.00)
Scuba Club )S2,59505)

Not pictured: General Fund, Executive Fund, and Class Funds

On Friday, January 21, at 9 p.m., the Student
Early in 1993, Crow concluded promoting
Activities Board will present Robin Crow in the "Electric Cinema" by performing with Peter
main dining room of the Union. Mr. Crow, once Frampton, Spyro Gyra, and Cheap Trick. In
called "a one man Pink Floyd," performs as both addition, Robin Crow, who lives in Nashville,
an acoustic and electric guitarist and has five has appeared on cable television programs such
albums on independent labels.
as Crook and Chase and Nashville Now.
His latest work, "Electric Cinema"
Frets magazine says Robin's "aggressive
(1992,RCA/Rendez-vous), is possibly "the most technique and his innovative use of double-neck
expensive instrumental album ever released," instruments make him one of the most
and features supporting musicians formerly of: innovative dynamic guitarists performing
Kansas, Toto, Journey, and the Steve Winwood today." Come see this SAB concert tonight.
Band.

What Happens to Your Student Activity Fee?
By Jeff Courter, Publicity Committee
The allotment of SGA funds is a puzzling process to many people. Hopefully, this article will clear up many o
the misconceptions that surround this subject. The main goal of the SGA is to distribute the student activity fee
that are collected each quarter to various clubs and student organizations. The income generated from the stu
dent fees is divided into three main funds: the Executive, the General, and the Refrigerator funds.
The Executive fund is established to cover daily administration costs of the SGA. This fund comes from 5% o
the total income from the activity fees plus three thousand dollars. Expenditures of one thousand dollars or moil
must be requested from the Senate. Publicizing upcoming elections and maintaining the SGA office are exam
ples of expenditures from this fund.
The General Fund provides money for the yearly budgets of SGA sponsored clubs. The Finance Committee an(
the Student Senate work hand in hand in the budgeting process. At the end of the winter quarter, each club sub
mits its budget for the following year. After all the budgets have been proposed, the finance committee careful!:
evaluates each submission. Past budgets for the organizations are referenced, and the level of activity of the dul
is researched to determine how much money should be awarded. The budgets must broken down into specifi(
expenses so the validity of each can be checked. After inflated values and unnecessary expenses are eliminated
the budgets are returned to the clubs. The clubs now have the opportunity to protest the changes by the Financl
Committee and a second submission can be made by the organizations. After the review of resubmitted budgets
a proposal is prepared by the Finance Committee for approval by the Senate. An important note is that al
remaining funds at the end of the fiscal year are returned to the SGA General Fund for use during the next year.
Once the budget of a club has been approved, the club members are not free to spend those funds on anythin;
they wish. In fact, the spending of their account is closely monitored by many people. The Club Treasurer ant
its Advisor, and the SGA Treasurer and its Advisor, Dean Lucas, must all approve of these transactions. Thes,
safeguards are in place to make sure that your student activity fee is not misused.
When an organization needs additional money, a special request can be made. The process is similar to the bud
geting procedure. The Finance Committee reviews the request before submittal to the Senate. The committe
carefully reviews the necessity of the request and checks the clubs budget to make sure that funds were no
already budgeted for the item. Approval of the request will result in a debatable motion before the SGA Senate.
The Refrigerator Fund is used to maintain and replace refrigerators for student rentals. Profits from this fund cal
be diverted into the General Fund by a two-thirds vote by the Senate. Deposits for the refrigerators are kept in
separate account until the refrigerator has been returned
Hopefully, this article helps students understand how their activity fees are being used. Special care is taken ti
eliminate excessive spending and any suggestions to improve this process are welcome. Any questions or objec
tions to the budgeting procedure should be made to the new SGA Comment Box located in the Commons o
Moench Hall or to your Student Senator.

!
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Signs of a G.O.P. comeback A Thorn editorial
The Rose Thorn •

by Robert J. Wallace
Thorn Columnist
If November's election was an
indication of anything, it was an
indication of the beginning of a
G.O.P. comeback. Even some
who
candidates
Republican
shouldn't have normally won did
so in surprise victories. Three key
races across the country showed
that voters were tired of higher
taxes, out-of-control spending,
and incumbents.
In New York City for example, where Democrats outnumber
Republicans 5 to 1, Republican
candidate Rudy Giuliani easily
won over incumbent David Dinkins. Democratic Governor Jim
Florio was defeated in a surprise
victory by Republican Christine
Whitman who's entire campaign
centered around Florio's tax and
spend philosophy. In Virginia,
near the heart of liberal America
(Washington, D.C.), the Republican candidate for Governor,
George Allen, won with support
of even many Democrats.
For the 1994 elections, predictions for a Republican victory
are already being made by major
columnists and broadcasters.

Although normally the party not
occupying the White House does
moderately well in off-year elections, this will prove to be a year
of great triumph for the Republican party. Republicans should not
only pick up a few governorships
around the country, but they will
also pick up at least twenty seats
in the House of Representatives
to put them close to the 200 seat
mark (just shy of the 218 needed
to be the majority party).
Although control of the House
will not change, the ideological
makeup should change from a
liberal to a conservative majority.
The biggest victory should
come in the U.S. Senate where
Republicans are only seven seats
shy of a majority. Many Democratic incumbents who are up for
re-election are looking extremely
vulnerable in their states. Add
that to three seats that are being
given up by retiring Democrats,
all of which Republicans have an
excellent shot at taking. Whether
Republicans can capture a majority or not, the ideological balance
of the Senate is certain to fall into
the hands of conservatives. This
will quickly become a headache

The Rose Thorn
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for President Clinton who has
already had much difficulty in
getting his agenda pushed
through the Senate.
But what about the 1996 presidential election? Although Clinton looks vulnerable now, don't
forget that he is a cunning politician who will undoubtedly be a
tough competitor. But, at the
same time, don't underestimate
the already-strong resolve of
Republican candidates. Some
"possible"
candidates
have
already been running around the
state of New Hampshire testing
the political waters some two
years even before that state holds
the nation's first Presidential primary. Many are starting to raise
money and organize support for a
run at the Republican presidential
nomination.
Some of these "possible" candidates include Senator Phil
Gramm of Texas, Kansas Senator Bob Dole, former Defense
Richard
Cheney,
Secretary
former Labor Secretary Lynn
Martin, and South Carolina Governor Carroll A. Campbell, Jr.
But the candidate to watch
closely is former Housing Secretary Jack Kemp. Kemp's consergovernment
vative,
activist
philosophies will make him a
strong contender for the Republican nomination. If he wins the
nomination, Clinton will certainly have his hands full because
Kemp knows the issues well, is
an excellent debater, and is a
reach-out conservative.
To wrap up, I strongly believe
that this is just the beginning of a
Republican and conservative
comeback. Last November's election is just the tip of the iceberg.
Whether Republicans can recapture the White House is still left
to be seen. But the party will
undoubtedly continue to win
back many Congressional seats
and governorships around the
country.

The disappearance
of the black male
We'd like to thank Eugene White for agreeing to speak to the
Rose-Hulman community for Martin Luther King Jr. Day.
Dr. White, who is presently the deputy superintendent of the
Indianapolis Public Schools, delivered an excellent lecture on the
problems that society faces concerning the disappearance of the
black male and the equality problems in our cities.
The problems which he addressed were familiar ones. A
disproportionate number of black males are in prison; while black
males account for only 13% of the male population,40% of the
males in prison are black. Homicide remains the leading cause of
death for black youths, and 94% percent of the murderers are
African- American. Among black teens, pregnancy, drug abuse,
and dropout rates are all sickeningly high.
All of these are issues which we hear of every day.
To White's credit, he went far beyond simply outlining the
problems or pointing fingers. It is easy to state that there is a
problem. It is even easier to blame the government,or the welfare
system, or the schools, or the Republicans, or the Democrats.
It is much harder to realize that if you would blame anyone,
you must blame everyone.
There are, however, underlying factors which have allowed the
situation to progress as far as it has. White pointed out the
difficulties blacks face in the business world such as lack of
minority employers and lack of funding for black entrepreneurs.
Black history and black culture are not sufficiently appreciated.
The family, which has always been a source of strength for
African-Americans, has deteriorated to the point where blacks
have the largest percentage of single-parent families since the days
of slavery. Surrounding all of the other issues, however, is a lack of
hope- a phenomenon which has never been so evident among the
black youth, who are described by White as "skeptical and cynical
about the future." Such a trend is disturbing, for as White noted in
his address, oppressed blacks in the ghettos of the segregated
South had a rough time, but they rarely (if ever) committed
suicide.
We have often heard such addresses turn into demands for
entitlements or diatribes against the Great White Oppressor. In the
past, Martin Luther King Day lectures have berated America for
forcing blacks to kill each other by dooming them to a life of
poverty, or for sending blacks to jail with the help of a raciallybiased justice system and keeping them there in order to take the
steam out of the movement for racial equality. Invariably, fingers
are pointed by both sides, politicians bicker and activist groups file
suit, and nothing is done.
Which is why Eugene White's speech was so powerful.
Dr. White made no accusations, pointed no fingers, and
demanded no entitlements. He noted that the blacks have been
looking to others to solve their problems for too long, and that it
was time for them to work toward solving their own problems. He
stressed that the black community did not need pity.
But if no one can be blamed, if everyone is responsible for the
state of our inner cities, none of us can turn our backs on the black
male. All of us, black and white, created the problem. Now all of
us, black and white, must fix it.
All we have to do now is decide how to go about it.
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President Clinton revisits some skeletons in his closet
This time, he gets some help from the tabloids
by Chris Lawrence
Thorn Columnist
A brief review for those of
you who have been too busy
studying for midterms to keep up
with the news: since December
1, one of those rare occasions
when our beloved president was
actually rising in the opinion
polls, not one but two scandals
have (re)surfaced involving Clinton during his days as govemor
of Arkansas.
For starters, two Arkansas
state troopers came forward in a
conservative journal and said
that they had acted as part of a
shuttle service for Clinton's
alleged multiple mistresses (for
the record, he never said he had
an affair, with Gennifer Flowers
or anyone else. He admitted to
problems in his marriage. That
could be anything from impotence to hookers). Tabloid TV
(now mainly comprising the

four major network news divisions) immediately broadcasted
the allegations; it took them a
while longer (a lot longer than
one would hope) to discover that
the two troopers had a credibility
gap about the size of the Grand
Canyon.
It seems that they were
involved in some sort of scam
where they tried to swindle a half
mil from an insurance company.
The last words we heard from
them were, "But we're not lying
this time," and then their fifteenminute "bimbo eruption" was
over. What boggles the mind is
that the same broadcasters had
seen this story almost two years
ago, decided the troopers were
full of crap, and ignored it
Flowers
(besides, Gennifer
looked better on TV than two
middle-aged state troopers with
southern drawls).

So why did this rumor resurface this time? No one is quite
certain, but then again no one is
really sure why toilets back up,
either — it just sort of happens.
If that wasn't enough, then
came Whitewater, which to judge
by the media reaction must have
been a plan to turn a few million
acres of Oregon into a spotted
owl hunting zone. Turns out it
was a failed real estate development that the Clintons had purchased part of in 1978 and had
somehow or another deducted
the loss from their taxes in an
unusual (possibly illegal) way.
This means that the Clintons
(who are both lawyers) can't
make heads or tails of Form 1040
— I guess there's no hope for the
rest of us, then.
The IRS codes are so full of
loopholes, convolutions and contradictions that we'll probably
never find out whether the Clinton's deduction was legal or not

it amounted to $40,000 of deductions over 11 years, or about
$3600 a year. Assuming that they
were in the 36% tax bracket, they
probably saved about $1300 a
year in federal taxes.

The main scandal involves a
failed Savings and Loan that had
very little to do with Clinton
which was owned by a former
aide; the aide, James McDougal,
may have made some illegal contributions to Clinton's campaign
fund, possibly in the hopes of
keeping federal regulators (who
aren't under state control, so
there's very little Bill could do
about them) off of his back. Or
he may not have: no one seems
to be very clear about the contributions. For that matter, even if
the contributions were illegal, it
is unlikely that Clinton violated
any laws by accepting the contributions.
An interesting aside to all of
this is the Republican call for an

independent counsel to investigate; interesting because the
Republicans killed the independent counsel law in 1992 when
President Bush was coming
under scrutiny over his role in
Iran-contra. There's nothing like
a good U-turn in a party's position to increase voter confidence
in politics (I can see Bob Dole
now — "We killed that independent counsel law? Doh!").
Whitewater also came up during
the campaign, but, then again,
Gennifer Flowers looked better
on TV than a few acres of abandoned Arkansas riverfront property.
It's now halfway through
January. One scandal blew over.
The other won't be going anywhere for a while. I say it's time
we get back to what's important:
the Lorena Bobbitt trial. At least
that's something that we can all
understand.

Students Create High-Tech College Application for FIU
By College Press Service
Two Florida International University
students combined their talents to create a
speedier admissions process through computer applications.
Nestor Portocarrero and David For
joined forces to create a computer program to expedite the admissions process at
the university, and now they're trying to
market their program to other schools
across the nation.
The computerized application for
admission includes an interactive presentation
that uses graphics and pictures to
guide students through the university's
programs. "It's like a walk-through brochure," Portocarrero said.
The five-minute presentation, which
highlights the university's academic,
social and sports highlights, is designed to
eliminate the university's need to mail
heavy brochures.
"It really is a marketing tool. It's a
whole multimedia presentation," Portocarrero said.
The presentation is concluded with an
application for admission that students can

fill out on computer. Then they return the
computer diskette by mail.
Disks are cheaper than brochures, so
the new process will save money for the
university. A disk costs about 30 cents,
while brochures are $1.50. And, because
the disk is lighter than the brochure, the
university saves almost $2 per mailing.
"As far as'cost, only time will tell how
much money we will save," said Carmen
Brown, director of admissions for the university.
Not only is the program helpful for
students, but it also will save time. University admissions employees have to
input paper applications manually. The
computer program eliminates data processing time since employees don't have
to transfer the application from hard copy
into the computers. Downloading the
application takes about five seconds, compared with about 20 minutes to type in the
application.
The diskettes for the program will be
produced in time for fall 1994 applicants,
the students said.
Portocarrero, who works part time at
the university's admissions office, created

Portocarrero and For didn't charge the
university for the program, but they are
marketing it to other schools at an introductory price of $5,000. So far, about six
schools have shown an interest in purchasing the program, Portocarrero said.

DELIVERS GREAT MIT students in ethical dilemma
DEALS TO
ROSE HULMAN
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•
•
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TERRIFIC TUESDAY SPECIAL

99 LARGE
PIZZA
JUST ASS!

•,isp, ONE FREE TOPPING
Ar OR ONE 32 oz. PEPSI

$999 mEWO

ONE TOPPING PIZZAS

?

the program after Admissions Director
Carmen Brown discovered a similar program to help students apply at George
Washington University in Washington,
D.C. She asked Portocarrero to help make
the admission process easier.

& An Order of Breadstix

with your choice of one sauce:
NACHO CHEESE, or garlic butter or pizza sauce

00' 234-4940

CAMBRIDGE,Mass. — Students admit to cheating at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, but they say there's too
many gray areas about what is
considered academic dishonesty,
a survey said.
Students said blatant dishonesty such as cheating on an exam
is wrong, but they had mixed
opinions about collaborating and
sharing homework assignment
answers. In fact,56 percent of the
students surveyed said they were
confused about what constitutes
academic dishonesty.
The survey, conducted by the
MIT Colloquium Committee,
found that almost 45 percent said
that copying homework that
would not be graded was not considered cheating. Another 45
percent said it was trivial and 10
percent labeled it as serious
cheating.
Students were divided about
whether it was dishonest to get
help from a campus computer
consultant for writing the content

of a computer program for class.
Almost 80 percent of the students admitted that they had
cheated at some point in their college years by either collaborating
on homework or copying someone else's homework assignment.
Almost 70 percent said they
collaborated on homework at
least once, 45 percent admitted
that they misrepresented or
fudged data in a laboratory report
or research paper, and almost 60
percent admitted to copying
another student's homework
assignment that was to be graded.
According to Norma McGavern, a co-author of the study, the
surprise was not that students
cheat, but which students are
cheating since there is a perception that some students get good
grades through dishonest means.
"Some people think its the
best and brightest students who
cheat, but that's not the case. It's
the students with academic difficulties who cheat," she said.
The study also found that the

students with lower grade point
averages are less likely to ask for
assistance and may fall into a pattern of cheating as a way to get
by.

McGavern said sophomores,
not first-year students, were more
likely to cheat. "There seems to
be more stress because that's the
year they pick their major," she
said.
The survey was commissioned after a cheating scandal
occurred on the campus in 1990.
The scandal occurred when 79 of
250 students taking Introduction
to Computers and Engineering
Problem Solving were found to
have cheated on a homework
assignment. Students defended
themselves by saying that cheating in one form or another was
rampant across the campus.
Many of the students said they
did not think they had done anything wrong.
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Cagers struggle to score, looking for big game against tough Ravens
by Chad Zigler
Editor-in-Chief
The Rose-Hulman basketball
••am's shooting is much like the
4eather of late -- frigid.
The Engineers dropped their
bird ICAC game of the season,
ailing to the DePauw Tigers 77)1 on Wednesday in Greencastle.
Bill Perkin's squad will regroup
Ind travel Saturday to Anderson
Jniversity to take on the 5-10
Zavens in an ICAC game slated
or 3 p.m.
The Engineers are suffering
rom severe "shooting-hand
rostbite," going 19-60 for a icy
12 percent. The starting five
ingineers shot for a combined
0-37 or 27 percent.
And if things weren't already
'ad for Rose, Coach Bill Perkins
lad to battle with the officials all
light, eventually being ejected
vith less than a minute to play in
he game.
Leading the Engineers was
.ophomore Kiley Gwaltney who
iad 15 points in 37 minutes of
,lay. The only other Engineer in
louble figures for scoring was
reshman Troy Halt with 11
kints and a team-high seven

rebounds.
Also putting in nine points for
Rose was freshman guard Benj
Glass, but he also turned the ball
over four times.
Leading the DePauw attack was
Zach Phelps, who had 20 points,
including a perfect 12-12 from
the charity stripe. Ryan Hooker
chipped in 17, going 7-8 from the
field.
Jim Giesen led the Tigers on the
boards with ten rebounds.
Probably the most disappointing
performance came from freshman center Kent Murphy, who
had led the team in scoring in
ICAC games. The 6-9 center
from Shelbyville, Ill, had only
two points and three rebounds in
15 minutes of play.
One of the big differences was
the free throw shooting; DePauw
went to the line 46 times while
Rose could only muster 28.
The Engineers trailed by as
many as 11 point in the first half,
but battled back to trail by only
seven at intermission.
Then things became very interesting early in the second half.
After trailing by seven, the Engineers showed signs of life when
senior Ryan Steinhart made a pair

Rose-Hulman's Jason Bear(41) goes up for a shot In a recent game at Shook Fieldhouse as Kiley Gwaltney(23)
gets in position for the rebound.
Pbolo by James Mam
of free throws and Glass put in a
lay-up with 17 minutes to play.
Then Gwaltney pulled them
within three again at 14:27 with a
three-pointer.

led by as many as 18, and finished the game off with a 16point margin.
The Engineers must focus on
coming out of the deep freeze to
challenge a good Anderson
team, who fell to Hanover, the

But then the Tigers took command and didn't look back. They

top rated NCAA III team in the
latest Midwest Regional poll.
Among Anderson's victims this
year was conference rival
Manchester College, who was
picked to win the ICAC title in
the preseason poll.

Game Preview
Rose-Huhnan Engineers(7-9 overall, 1-3 in ICAC)

Anderson University Ravens(5-10owrall,3-2inICAC)

Probable Starters

Probable Starters

G

Benj Glass,6-4, Fr., 7.5 ppg

G

Matt Grieser,5-10, So.,6.2 ppg

G

Kiley Gwaltney,6-4, So., 14.9 ppg

G

Christian Cobler,6-2, Sr.,9.5 ppg

F

Mike Lawrence,6-4, Sr., 5.3 ppg

G

Chad Briscoe,6-0, Jr., 5.2 ppg

F

Ryan Steinhart,6-4, Sr., 9.0 ppg

F

Jason Langford,6-5, Sr., 19.1 ppg

C

Kent Murphy,6-9, Fr., 7.1 ppg

F

Neil Jenner,6-6, So., 10.2 ppg

The game will be broadcast on WJSH-AM 1300

ONE YEAR FREE
LAYAWAY
232-5214
6th & Wabash Downtown
Open Monday-Saturday 9:30to 6:00
Charge accounts availible with NO interest
[r:Itcril it -S

it

k

10K GOLD
LAVALIERS
14K GOLD
OR GOLD FILLED
CHAINS AVAILABLE

In his first competition since
1992, junior pole vaulter Mike
Brown, cleared 15' 7 1/2" at last
Friday's Early Bird meet in
Shook Fieldhouse. This performance ranked above the provisional qualifying standards for
the NCAA Indoor Championships, and set a new Rose-Hulman record. It also indicates that

Brown has fully recovered from
the two shoulder operations that
have sidelined him since his
Freshman year. He earned AllAmerican honors at the 1992
indoor championships and won
an ICAC title.
Engineers also won three other
events. Junior Marty Malberg
won the pole vault event with a

jump of 6' 4". Sophomore Dave
Sandquist won the 600-yard run
with a time of 1:21.3, and freshman Jason Schaffer won the mile
run in 4:59.9.
The track team will host another
Early Bird indoors meet this Friday. Field events begin at 6 p.m.,
with running events starting at 7
p.m.

The Rose Thorn is looking for:
See our complete line
of Fraternity and
Sorority Jewelry!

News Reporters
Sports Reporters

ASK ABOUT
OUR
DIAMOND
GUARANTEE
1/2 ct. Marquise
DIAMOND RING
$895.00

Brown qualifies for NCAA in pole vault

Jan. Birthstone
Garnet Rings,
Pendants,Earrings 1/2 OFF

Layout Specialists
Ifinterested, contact Chad Zigler, Editor-in-Chief, at extension 8255 or Box 170
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Basketball, Soccer and Volleyball Standings and Schedules
Information supplied by Greg Ruark, Intramural Director

IM Basketball Standings

IM Volleyball Standings

(as of Jan. 19, 1994)

(as of Jan. 19, 1994)
Minor League — Division A
Team
Blumberg 1
Assassins,
ATO 3
A Pike Team
Speed 3-B
Deming Dungeon

2
2
2
2
0
0

0
1
1
1
2
3

Minor League — Division B
W
4
1
0
0
0
0

Team
Mees
LCA 2
BSB 1
Breeders
Plunger Too
Faculty

L
0
1
1
1

Team
Slaves to Service
Speed 1
Our Dog Spike
LCA 1
Redeyes

3
1
0
0
0

Team
Air Waldby's
Stuffed Beavers
Deming 2
Speed 3-A
Scamps

Team
Untouchables
Blumberg 2
Faculty
ATO 2
Why Ask Why
BSB 1

1

0
1
1
2
0

W
2
1
0
0
0

L
0
0
1
2
0

AA League — Division B
W
2

1
2
0
0
0

Team
IND
Triangle
ATO
Sigma Nu
Cheeseheads
LCA
Chickenhead
D'Wailers

W
3
3
1
1
0
0
0
0

L
0
0
0
1
1
2
2
2

2
1
2
0
0

0
0
1
0
2

0
0
1
1
0

Minor League — Division B
Team
Landsharks
Fiji
BSB 3
Team Fubar
Skinner

2
1
1
0
0

0
0
1
1
2

Minor League — Division C
Team
Dungeon
SN 2
Blumberg
Mind Riot
DSP 2

2
1
1
0
0

0
0
1
1
2

L
0
1
1
0
0

Team
Ex-Cons
Da' Logmen
Speed 1
Triangle
Blitz pimmels

Team
Cro-Mags
Bobcats
SN Srs. #1
Deming Dungeon
Scharp

Team
LCA 1

AA League — Division A
Team

W

L

Pikes

2

0

ATO

1

0

Speed 3

1

1

Meatballs

1

1

LCA 1

1

1

DSP

0

Ball Busters

0

2

Extra Stg. Tylenol

2

0

Sexacutioners

2

0

Trafford Cops

2

0

ATO

0

1

DSP

0

1

Inter Hulman

0

2

Pledges

0

2

MajorLeague
Team

Minor League — Division C
Team
BSB 3
JAC
ATO
Speed 3-A
Chippers

Pike
DSP DB's
Speed 2
Micromachines

2
2
0
0
0

W
2
2
1
1
0

L
0
0
1
2
3

AA League — Division B

W
2
1
0
0

L
0
1
1
1

Team
LCA 2
Bad Boys
Hy-Way News

0

co

Speed 3-B
Cutters

W
2
1
0
0
0
0

DSP

AA League — Division C
2
1
0
0
0

Minor League — Division E
Team
Blue
US
Blumberg 1
Mayhem
LCA 2
SN Srs. #2

Team
BSB 1
Bombers
Speed 3-C
LCA 3
Team Beam
Play Pen
Major League

2
1
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
1
1
3

AA League — Division A
Team
HBH
LCA 1
Dumb A.P.
Blind Squirrels
BSB 3
Sigma Nu Jrs.

W
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

Team
FIJI
ATO
LCA
XTreme
Dunagan
Homies
Dog Pound
Snakebite

Intramural Schedule This Week
Saturday,January 22
Time
12:15 p.m.
1:15 p.m.
2:15 p.m.
3:15 p.m.
4:15 p.m.
5:15 p.m.

Sport, League (Division)
Soccer, Minor (Division C)
Soccer, Minor (Division C)
Soccer, Minor (Division B)
Soccer, Minor (Division B)
Soccer, Minor (Division A)
Soccer, Minor (Division A)

Teams
SN 2 vs. Mind Riot
Blumberg vs. Dungeon
Fiji vs. Fubar
Skinner vs. Landsharks
DSP 1 vs. Speed
Mees vs. Deming

Sunday, January 23
Time
3:15 p.m.
4:15 p.m.
5:15 p.m.
6:15 p.m.
7:15 p.m.
8:15 p.m.

Sport, League (Division)
Soccer, Major
Soccer, Major
Soccer, Major
Soccer, AA
Soccer, AA
Soccer, AA

Teams
ATO vs. DSP
Cops vs. Sexacutioners
Pledges vs. Inter
ATO vs. DSP
Pikes vs. Ball Busters
Speed vs. Meatballs

Monday,January 24
Time
9:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
10:00 p.m.

Sport, League (Division)
Basketball, AA (Division C)
Basketball, Major
Basketball, Major
Basketball, AA (Division B)
Basketball, Major
Basketball, Major

Time
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
10:00 p.m.

Sport, League (Division)
Volleyball, Minor (Division C)
Volleyball, Minor (Division C)
Volleyball, Minor (Division C)
Basketball, AA (Division A)
Basketball, AA (Division A)
Basketball, AA (Division A)

Teams
LCA vs. Speed
Snakebite vs. SN
Dungeon vs. ATO
Cutters vs. DSP
Dog Pond vs. Fiji
Homies vs. LCA

Court
4
1
2
3
1
2

Tuesday, January 25

Note:
Incomplete standings are a
result of scores not being turned in.
Call Coach Ruark at extension 8496 to
update your teams position.

eams
LCA vs. Our Dog
Slaves vs. Redeyes
Speed vs. Our Dog
Mees vs. SN
LCA vs. A.P.
HBH vs. Squirrels

Court
1
2
1
1
2
3

Thursday, January 27
Time
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.

L
0
0
1
1
1
0

Minor League — Division D
Team
Love Mnky. Hdt.

Minor League — Division B

Brian's Mentors
Blumberg 2
Lynnard Skinner
Mees

(as of Jan. 19, 1994)

Team
Sigma Nu 1
DSP 1
Deming 2
Speed 2
Mees

W
2
0
0
0
0

Minor League — Division A

IM Soccer Standings
Minor League — Division A

Team
Deming Dungeon
Wdr. Hampsters
LCA 2
BSB 1
IND

REC League — Division B
L
0
0
1
2
2
0

Major League

2

Minor League — Division C

REC League — Division A

AA League — Division A

Sport, League (Division)
Volleyball, AA (Division B)
Volleyball, Major
Volleyball, Major
Volleyball, Major
Volleyball, Major
Volleyball, AA (Division B)
Volleyball, AA (Division B)

Teams
Faculty vs. Untouchables
Chickenheads vs. IND
ATO vs. Triangle
LCA vs. Cheeseheads
D'Wailers vs. SN
BSB vs. Why Ask Why
ATO vs. Blumberg

Court
1
2
3
2
2
3

L
0
0
0
I
1
1
1
2
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Classifieds & National •

Information & Policies
he Rose Thorn offers classified advertisements less than 35
,ords free to Rose-Hulman students. Any student with a classified
f more than 35 words should contact the Thorn for more
lformation. Rose-Hulman faculty and staff wishing to place a
lassified ad should also contact the Thorn for further details. Any
)cal, non-Rose-Hulman individual wishing to place a classified
I will be charged $0.20 per word.
or paying customers, the Thorn is responsible for only the cost of
le first incorrect insertion of an ad. It is the responsibility of the
dvertiser to check the correctness of each insertion. The Thorn
will also reprint any incorrect submissions from student ads in the
allowing week's edition only if the student notifies the Thorn.
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For Sale

Wanted

Help Wanted

PORTABLE STEREO FOR SALE. 16
track programmable CD player; dual cassette drives; AM/FM Stereo; 8 mm headphone, speaker, microphone jacks;
auxiliary in and out RCA jacks. Call
Reuben at x8742. $135 or best offer.

TANGERINE DREAM 12" or 7" record
of"Streethawk" theme (LeParc - L.A.)or
Art of Noise 12" or 7""Moments in
Love." Call Erich at x8743. Price is
negotiable.

$700/wk. canneries. $4500/mo. deckhands. Alaska summer fisheries now hiring. Employment Alaska 1-206-3232672.

EXCELLENT
EXTRA INCOME NOW!

For Rent
APARTMENT FOR RENT $275/month —
utilities included. 3 minutes from Rose. Call
877-3699,leave message.

lassified ads can be run for one to five consecutive weeks. Please
ndicate on your submissions how long you wish to advertise.
he Thorn reserves the right to refuse advertising which the
'ditors judge to be discriminatory on the basis of race, religion or
ocial orientation or that promotes violence, illegal activities or is
bad taste.
ubmissions may be made at the Thorn office (room C216), or
rough Thorn Box 170.
he deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. the Monday prior to
ublication. Any necessary payment must be made in advance.
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ENVELOPE STUFFING — $600 - $800 every week
Free Details: SASE to
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230

Art and Sheila's
Barber and Styling
Mental illness
has warning signs,too.

Art and
Shelia's

For a free booklet
about mental illness. call:
I-800-969-NMHA.

RoseHulman

Learn to see the warning signs.
National Mental Health Association

Hair Cuts $3.00

Mapk

Mg

1919 Maple Ave.
Mon. - Sat. — 8 a.m. to 5p.m.
Closed Sunday and Holidays

Wabash

Communications director has a following
By Diana Smith
College Press Service
George Stephanopoulos probably
iishes he'd never uttered those famous
words to a Washington Post reporter: "In
is business, I need all the fans I can get."
Because now the senior policy adviser
President Clinton has lots of them, and
ley're making the guy a little nervous.
The George Stephanopoulos Fan
'lub, with the motto "In George We
rust," was the brainchild of two Stanford
rniversity graduate students, Polly
.renberg and Michael Melcher, who have
irned their honest adulation of the young
Vhite House aide into a quarterly
ewsletter, the Stephanopouletter, and a
Aldine of kitschy T-shirts ("Very good,
caps
George"), cups and
iffy
`Stephanopouletter. I get it").

"At first he and his
starlets weren't
really sure
whether we were
psychotic."
Michael Melcher
"We like to think of ourselves as a
Toss between Tiger Beat magazine and
he Washington Journal," said Melcher,
who insists that the fan club was not
rganized to poke fun at the 32-year-old
•tephanopoulos.
"We've been able to meet a lot of
olitically aware and zany people from all
ver the country," he said.
The newsletter, filled with breathless
rticles like "Stephanopoulsightings,"
My Dream Date with George,"
Stephanopouscope: As the Stars See It,"
Ind "Perspiration and Policy: George-Atiym Exclusive," is an honest-to-goodness
ushy fanzine with a sense of humor, he
aid.
The club got its start when Melcher
,nd Arenberg, who both used to work in
kiashington, D.C., started talking about
;tephanopoulos,considered by many to be
whiz kid in national politics, and
,liscovered a mutual intrigue about the
lardworking, publicity-shy adviser to the
resident. Arenberg, 28, is a graduate of

9,1

Brown University who is pursuing an
master's in business administration at
Stanford. Melcher, 30, is working toward a
law degree in addition to an MBA.
"We were fascinated by the fact that
this 32-year-old person was in the national
limelight and had this kind of career path
that we thought we would have, but
didn't," Melcher said. "We're definitely
Washington wannabes. We want to be
George Stephanopoulos, or least be his
good friend."
And how does George feel about all the
attention? Wary, Melcher admits.
"At first he and his starlets weren't
really sure whether we were psychotic," he
said.
But Stephanopoulos sent the club a
postcard after the first newsletter was
published last summer (and after People
Magazine wrote a short item about it),
thanking club organizers for their support.
He added if they were ever in Washington,
they should look him up."We took that as
a personal invitation," said Melcher, who
flew with Arenberg to Washington and
crashed the White House.
True to his word, Stephanopoulos met
with the duo. "He was quite open and
friendly, although you could tell there was
still this lingering question in the back of
his mind,'Are these people nuts?"
Well, what's so funny about peace,
love and understanding? Huh?
Melcher admits sadly than many
people don't understand what the fan club
is all about. "Some people, particularly
male journalists in their 40s,just don't get
it," he said. "People of our age group are
interested in serious political issues and
also in wacky fun."
Consider the following from the
second issue of the fall newsletter —Don't
you have anything better to do?" we're
asked by reporters seeking to trivialize our
efforts. 'Do you really like George
Stephanopoulos?' It's kind of weird.'
Well, we could get hurry and simply say,
'no,' yes' and 'deal with it," the
newsletter founders explained.
"Although it's quite acceptable for
people to blindly worship sports figures,
marginally talented actors or lunatic Texas
billionaires, it's considered rather perverse
to admire and respect political heroes ....
Many in our nation's capital think that
wacky fun is incompatible with strong
political beliefs. (Perhaps high humidity
levels, bad suits and no Congressional

representation make folks peevish and
suspicious.)," the newsletter continues.
The fan club's membership is now in
the "three digits, somewhere between 100
and 1,000. We're not telling how much,"
Melcher said. The fan club came to
two
through
attention
national
advertisements placed in Spy Magazine
and subsequent media reports.
Meanwhile, Stephanopoulos is trying
to duck the unwanted attention for obvious
reasons involving his personal job security.
Several calls to his White Nouse office
were not returned. "We don't really

Yet another fan
actually followed
Stephanopoulos
around a gym ...
and dutifully
reported back to
the club newsletter.
associate ourselves with it (the fan club),"
sniffed one Stephanopoulos aide.
But Stephanopoulos can't escape his
following. George fans, it seems, are a
ubiquitous bunch.
The recent newsletter has a first-person
account from a couple offans who actually
met Stephanopoulos at a Charlottesville,
Va., political rally for Clinton.
Heidi Jean Waters and a friend,
identified only as Stacey, made a large,
colorful poster "to express that Mr.
Stephanopoulos was the absolute, best
thing that ever graced the Democratic
party," waved it and screamed "We want
George!" like a couple of lovesick teenagers when Clinton and Vice President AI
Gore appeared on stage.
"Clinton saw us and laughed and
nudged AI Gore and pointed at us," Waters
wrote. At Gore's suggestion, agents with
the Secret Service pulled the two young
women aside and asked if they wanted to
meet Stephanopoulos. "Before long, the
crowd of loitering Secret Service types in
trenchcoats parted and a small yoda-like
figure emerged from the crowd. George's
wasn't exactly an imposing figure -- even
though he was wearing a black leather
jacket But he was absolutely as cute as a
button. He spoke, 'Girls, girls, I'm really

flattered, but you're getting me in trouble
with my boss! He looks up and sees a sign
for me!' George was blushing, and
impossibly
Icannot-stress-this-enough,
cute!" According to the article,
Stephanopoulos signed the poster, "To
Stacey and Heidi,Thanks for embarrassing
me in front of my boss. I appreciate it.
George Stephanopoulos."
Another relentless fan, identified only
as "a corporate attorney at a well-known,
white-shoe law firm in D.C.," trailed
Stephanopoulos as he walked down 19th
Street in Washington, noticing that the
White House aide was carrying a pillow.
"As I approached him, I surmised that he
had just awoken from an outdoor nap. His
hair, that incomparable hair, was going in
every direction," the correspondent wrote.
"I deftly approached him and said, 'Hello.
Are you George Stephanopoulos?' With
some sleep in his eye and a look of dread
as if I were about to harangue him on all
that was wrong with the country, he
responded simply, 'Yes.' I then looked at
him in my bright, professional manner and
said, '1 think that you are doing a great
job.' With a look of relief on his face, he
smiled shyly and replied, 'Thanks. I
appreciate that."
Yet another fan actually followed
Stephanopoulos around a gymnasium,
surreptitiously checking his performance
on the Stairmaster, and dutifully reported
back to the Stephanopouletter.
Melcher contends that Stephanopoulos
fans are merely having fun with their own
admiration of the White House policy
adviser and are content to worship from
afar. "I think he's fundamentally a shy
individual. I can see how a fan club
magazine ... would make him a little edgy.
We don't think George has adapted himself
to being a public figure yet," he said.
Those interested in joining thefan club
can send $15 and a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to the George Stephanopoulos Fan Club, P.O. Box 9804, Stanford Calif 94309, or call(415)326-9126
or(415)329-0918. That will get youfour
issues a year ofthe Stephanopouletter, a
membership card and afan club button
with Stephanopoulos' photo and the slogan, 'Iconfor a new generation."
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By Drothar the Omniscient,
Differently pleasured person with hard to meet needs
Due to pressure from, urn, special interest groups, Drothar has decided to write
kinder, gentler, more culturally sensitive horoscopes. We are sure you will all
appreciate the effort.
Caprimaize: You will soon find yourself metaphysically challenged.
Dihydrogen Oxide transporting Atlantis-American: You will soon find your
hierarchal organs physically displaced from your soul carrier.
Worm Oppressor: Encountering a Detroit-American environment endangerer, you
will find yourself differently limbed.
Oppressive Gender Ovine-American: You will soon just happen to be terminally
inconvenienced.
Fertilizer Producer: You will encounter non-carbocentric non-solar oppressors who
will steal your hierarchal organ.
Individuality-Different Zygote Companions: A Manassas-American fernperdaughter will temporarily separate your oppressive phallocentric
masc-pernonprewoman organ.

January 21, 1994

Top Ten Things Meatloaf
Would Not Do For Love
10. Take out the garbage
9. Stop at the gas station and ask for directions
8. Wear anything other than DependsTM brand adult
diapers.
7. Return his "Mary Kay" Top Salesperson car
6. Lick a urinal
5. Appear on Late Night with Conan O'Brien
4. High-impact aerobics
3. Change his name to Spamloaf
2. Get the booger out of my nose
1. Put his schwanstucker in a meat grinder
Courtesy Skinner C-1

'Aar or IFCCUS

Vertebrally-Challenged Seafood Dinner: Person of size male sibling just happens to
be observing.
Semi-Oppressive Feline Monarchist: I will at some point wrongfully deprive you of
your current oppressive existence.
Confirmed Abstinence Practician: I'm going to rip out your friggin' intestines and
ram them down your smegging throat. Lijockstrap: The Thorn would like to apologize for that last horoscope, as it was
insensitive to embalmed persons. The Thorn regrets the error.
Multilegged, Chemically advantaged insect oppressing maligned arthropodamerican: Wait, now I'm confused.
Non-human animal assassin: You realize that if the PC Police had their way, all
white males would not only die disgusting, painful deaths, but all
existence of their existences would be wiped from existence.
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